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RE: Grants Operation - Supplemental Responses to NRC Comments of March 28, 1992

Dear Mr. flail:

As a result of the agreements reached and commitments made during the meeting between
Flomestake Mining Company and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on April 27, 1992,
the following information is being submitted as a supplement to Hlomestake's April 3, 1992
responses:

rtem #1 - Radon Barrier Final Design

lomestake will consider the design parameters that the NRC has stated would be acceptable and
vill evaluate other design parameters following procedures accepted by the NRC, specifically
iddressing the following:

+ Large pile tailing sand moisture to be estimated using present and possible future
test data procedures incorporating NUREG/CR-3533, equation 16 (climatic
equation), or the value of 8.45% for the large pile sand tailings per Table 3 of
Homestake's reclamation plan.

* Cover soil:

1. Emanation coefficient, default value of 0.35

2. Soil radium activity of 5 pCi/g. In addition, Flomestake will propose and
implement an acceptable plan for surveying radium levels in the candidate
borrow soils.

3. Moisture content - for clay barrier, 53% clay fraction and representative
oranie fractions as determined from field tests to be used in the Rvwlq
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* Slimes - use of Rawls equation or climatic equation with tested values of -#200 sieve
fraction (climatic equation) or tested values of clay and organic content for use in
the Rawl's equation. Additional samples of slime material for geotechnical and
geochemical testing (minimum of two from each decant tower) will be collected.

Homestake will evaluate through laboratory test procedures and geochemical expertise the water
retention effects of the tailing chemistry.

Based on the results of the testwork and an engineering assessment of the results, and following
additional discussions with the NRC, a mixed sand/clay cover may be considered for the radon
barrier.

Homestake will submit a final design for the radon barrier for NRC approval prior to placement
of any final radon barrier material.

Item #2 - Quality Control

Homestake revises the caveat statement its April 3, 1992 comments concerning the use of the
nuclear gauge (page 11, comment # 12 /, simplifying the statement to require that if the nuclear
gauge is used to determine in-placc density, the results must agree within two percent of theA
density determined using methods in ASTM D-1556.

Item #3 - Rock Cover Thickness and Uniformity

Specification B6 will be modified to clearly state that both !he 90-125% rock cover mnicknes~g
criteria and the surface uniformity criteria of specification B6 must be satisfied and that the testing
called for underi paragraph C2 does not negate or substitute for rock thickness testing.

Item #4 - Settlement Monitoring and Cover Placement

Homestake will edit specification B5, paragraph B6 to state that settlement monitoring will be
performed on a biweekly-to-monthly schedule for the first six months, then quarterly thereafter
until future settlements can be shown to no longer have the potential to adversely affect the cover.
Final cover placement can be approved only after that determination has been made and accepted
by the NRC.

Item #5 - Liquefaction Analysis

Homestake believes that the 1980 (D'Applonia) liquefaction analysis is still relevant and
appropriate. The 1980 analysis considered a tailing pile in the operating state, under conditions
that were considerably more severe than will exist when the tailing pile has been reclaimed.
Following reclamation, when the tailing pile has been dewatered and infiltration eliminated, the
risk of liquefaction will be decreased and the factor of safety increased.

NRC will perform further review of this issue an inform Hlomestake of its conclusions.
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Item #6A - Rock Aprons at the Outslope Toe

Homestake will develop and provide additional analyses to support the design of the rock apron at
the pile outslope toe and will submit drawings showing the design details of same.

Item #6B - Drawin2s of the Toe Drainage Systems

Homestake will prepare drawings of the types of toe drainage systems that will be used to intercept
seepage from the large pile outslope toes. Selection of where to use each type of drainage system
or combination thereof will be made by Homestake on the basis of field conditions encountered.
Drawings will be prepared to describe what these conditions might be for the use of each type of
drainage system.

Item #7 - Rock Protection of Diversion Levee

flomestake will place rock for erosion protection over the levee surfaces. This rock will be the same
size and gradation as that specified for protection of the top surface of the large pile.

Item #8 - Small Pile Rock Cover

Homestake will use rock for erosion protection of the small pile that has the following minimum
D50 sizes and appropriate gradations:

"rop surface - 0.4 inches
Outslopes - 4.0 inches

Item #9 - Construction Drawings and Specifications

I-lomestake will prepare and submit construction drawings and specificationscontaining all provisions
of the approved plan. This submittal will be made to the NRC not later than March 1, 1993.

Sincerely,

, "F.I. Craft
Resident Manager

FRC:mef

cc: Jerry Danni
Mark Hiles


